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Abstract—This paper proposes, tests, and evaluates an
innovative Computational Archival Science (CAS)
framework to enhance the ability to link people, places, and
events depicted in historical photography collections. The
protocol combines elements of computer vision with natural
language processing, entity extraction, and metadata
linking techniques to transform and connect existing
archival metadata. Development of the framework is built
upon a case study based on the Spelman College Archives
Photograph Collection and provides background
information, reports on the text processing, image analysis,
semantic linking, and evaluation aspects associated with the
design and use of the AI-supported framework.
Keywords—Computational Archival Science (CAS), Photograph
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I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper demonstrates the testing of an innovative
computational processing workflow to photographic archival
materials. A photograph may seem to represent a moment of life
captured for eternity. It may have a few simple annotations perhaps a title and a date on the back, and perhaps a studio or
printer’s mark - that, at the time, seem to hold all that needs to
be added to bring the viewer into the window on the lives
depicted. But if that photo then finds its way into a collection
in an archive, then suddenly “Dad’s 50th Birthday” and “Bara
Photographic” become very limited pieces of information to
accompany a print that might depict 10 people gathering around
a cake. Which one is ‘Dad’? Whose dad is he and how are they
related to the archival collection? Who are the other people and
how are they connected to each other? The questions could
easily continue to spiral. It is all too common to find that
photographs in cultural heritage collections have been
disconnected from their context, collected without names and
without stories, or have lost those with the passing of time.
Descriptive metadata for photos thus ends up being shallow and
repetitive [1]. This complicates efforts to connect them with
Linked Open Data, as it leads directly to false matches,
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The SAA Dictionary of Archives Terminology defines “dark archives” as 1)
“a repository that stores archival resources for future use but is accessible
only to its custodian” or 2) “a collection of materials preserved for future
use
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unhelpful triples, orphan nodes and isolated webs. Photograph
collections, in this way, are often part of the “dark archives”
problem – where collections exist but paradoxically represent
inherently inaccessible information1 [2].
We explore the question of whether computational methods
can improve the integration of textual and photographic
resources to aid photo archivists and researchers in bringing
more of the context surrounding photos into the metadata
associated directly with those photos. To investigate this
question, a set of 40 photographs prepared to current standards
of best practice using Dublin Core metadata and Library of
Congress Subject Headings were selected. Both Gold Standard
and computational treatments were applied to identify both
possibilities and gaps in existing technologies for building
additional context data and linkages in Linked Data format for
the selected images.
II.

RELATED WORK

Machine learning in archives is largely applied to texts
where its value is in operations at scale [3]. Some projects exist
that have attempted to apply machine learning to non-text
collections, however, non-text collections require different
approaches. One such approach to applying machine learning
to photographs utilized the concept of “distant viewing” for
visual materials as a methodological and theoretical framework,
specifically for studying large collections of visual materials. It
mapped connections and patterns in visual corpora, exploring
context beyond individual items using the Distant Viewing
Toolkit python library [4]. This supports automatic extraction
of semantic elements from visual materials followed by the
aggregation and visualization of these elements via techniques
from exploratory data analysis and the use of deep learning
models built on OpenCV [4].
Other efforts have focused on using AI to colorize and/or
animate historical photographs, typically in an effort to compete
for attention on social media through adapting their emotive
style, but not developing the collection and its archived content
itself [5].
Occasionally projects attempt to apply commercial and
but with no current access.”

open-source facial recognition algorithms to the task of
identifying people in pictures, but due to ethical concerns such
projects fall into two categories: 1) those with images that
contain only public figures or people who died more than 150
years ago, or 2) projects that have been widely condemned on
ethical grounds [6].
Building end-to-end pipelines that link together people,
places and events in historical photography is a new area of
archival research and relates to re-contextualizing archival
records.
III. THE EXEMPLAR COLLECTION
The Spelman College Archives Photograph Collection
contains approximately 1,253 images dating from 1880-2007.2
It contains digitized files of photographs and associated
metadata prepared to current standards of best practice [7] using
Dublin Core metadata and Library of Congress Subject
Headings. Also available are digitized playbills, school
newspapers, yearbooks, and other college archival collections.
This collection is accessible for this research project through an
AI-Collaboratory cooperative agreement as part of an IMLSfunded grant.3

had a circa year date. Eighty percent had no names associated
with them and of those, only 15% were listed as being primarily
representations of buildings or grounds so a substantial number
of people in the collection are categorized as “Name
Unknown”. Approximately 55% of the total photographs in the
collection are related to theater and dance. The second most
common theme is the documentation of commencement
ceremonies and graduates with images in this category ranging
from single portraits to full class photographs and including
both posed and candid shots. The collection is composed of
surrogates digitized from various types of photographic prints
including silver gelatin, salt prints, albumen prints, and c-prints
and some may have been born-digital (it is irrelevant to the
process whether a photograph is digitized or born-digital as
long as the metadata of all items within the collection maintain
a level of consistency sufficient to allow the pattern matching
components of the pipeline to complete without error).
The subsetting process selected 40 images to create a sample
that captured the different subjects, eras, and styles, while also
ensuring that images contained at least one person recognizable
by the naked eye, with or without a name already known, and
that certain known computer vision issues exposed in pretesting that would be particularly relevant would remain part of
the subset (such as ensuring a couple of dance photos were
included). The subset is not representative of the collection
qualitatively as the collection leans heavily towards more
contemporary theater production captures, but instead seeks to
represent the range of the collection as a whole.
IV. DESIGNING THE FRAMEWORK
Linked Data has significant value to libraries, archives, and
museum collections. It can create vast numbers of new access
points to collections through de-silo-ing. and help to digitally
recreate the serendipitous discovery that is such a valuable
feature of physical collections by better enabling ‘wandering’
through connections [1].

Fig. 1: Photo 3A0292 – Existing Caption: “Spelman Commencement 1981”.

[See: https://radar.auctr.edu/islandora/object/sc.002%3A0292]
After: “Three generations of Spelman women celebrate the graduation of
Tanya Trippett on Commencement Day 1981, part of Spelman’s centennial
collegiate class. Right, Tanya’s grandmother Gertrude Emily Foster, graduated
Spelman class of 1925; Left, her daughter and Tanya’s mother; Gertrude
Yvonne Ketchum Trippett, graduated Spelman, class of 1952.”

In preparation for subsetting, statistical analysis of the photo
collection as a whole using OpenRefine on its consolidated
metadata yielded the following information: all photos depict
locations on Spelman College campus. Two-thirds had a single
year or better precision as a date while the majority of the others
2

Spelman College Photographs Collection,
https://radar.auctr.edu/islandora/object/sc.002%3A9999

Linked Data is also particularly helpful with calls for
integrating other voices as authorities on collections when
opened to community efforts. It can provide an answer, for
example, to Duff and Harris’ calls for fundamental records
system features including: “encouraging the documentation of
continuing archival intervention... finding ways of documenting
the continuing use of records... [and] providing space for
researchers to embed their own stories of use within the
descriptive layerings” [8]. It also enables research processes to
incorporate their methods of handling uncertainty, from
genealogy’s methods of documentation of “an abundance of
evidence” to the “breadcrumbs” of digital humanities research.
It also mitigates some of the power of description from the
hands of the archivist to community co-authorship [9].
However, creating Linked Data often remains deeply time-,
labor-, and expertise-intensive. This is where automation
through the use of machine learning could have significant
3
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practical impact. Historically, projects attempting to implement
Linked Data more broadly in institutional archives or specific
collections have faced significant challenges to adoption,
especially in the area of workers’ technological confidence and
capabilities [10]. Issues with skills mismatches and a lack of
additional time to devote to individual collections due to
processing backlogs are also significant barriers to adoption [9].
For these reasons, our framework is designed to work with
existing item level metadata standards and provide as much
automated assistance from artificial intelligence tools and
libraries as possible.

Fig 2: High Level Overview of Framework Components

As seen in Fig. 2, the framework consists of an input of
existing metadata from the archive, followed by stages of Text
Analysis, Semantic Processing, Image Analysis, and finally
Linking. Each stage is described in depth below.
V.

TEXT ANALYSIS

The framework takes as input a clean metadata file
commonly used in the process of batch uploading multimedia
items to digital collections with headers containing the schema
tag, rows beginning with the item control ID and cell values
containing the relevant descriptive metadata.
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Fig. 3: Metadata Input

The file should be cleaned with the concepts of nodes
(subjects and objects) and relations (predicates describing the
relationship between the nodes) in mind. Some metadata cells
will sensibly need to be maintained as a single node through the
whole process. Copyright Statements are a good example;
where a lengthy form statement is used. These should instead
be condensed into single word shorthand such as InC (In
Copyright), CCBY (Creative Commons Attribution), OA
(Open Access), PD (Public Domain) etc. as they can’t be broken
apart by the linguistic pipeline process. Therefore, they should
remain a single node by the triple store stage while also
maintaining shared schematic linkages through Rights and
Usage Statements across items, collections, and institutions.
Any more complex additions to standard statements can be
added in sentences within the same cell following the shorthand
to preserve that information. Moreover, hyperlinks are only
usable if maintained in their entire unity and unfortunately, the

pipeline components are prone to stripping pieces from them.
Cleaning them from the csv file and adding them back in later
based on connecting links to item IDs is a better practice.
Information types that do process well and should be included
are ID number, Description, Title, Subject tags, and Date.
The premier text processing Python library, NLTK,
contains a variety of pre-trained options for each stage of the
classic Natural Language Processing Pipeline (sentenizing,
tokenizing, part of speech tagging, chunking phrases and
clauses, and Named Entity Recognition and extraction).
Selection of an appropriate NLTK model to suit the use context
is important. For example, there are models for tweets, for
digital and print journalism articles, for using encyclopedia
texts for question answering and chat applications, which are
not interchangeable. The reason for that is that the variations in
format represent assumptions built into each model which
significantly impact the model’s ability to ‘understand’ new
data such that the more divergent the format from the training
content and context, the worse the performance of the model on
the new material. As such, many libraries had to be eliminated
due to context mismatches. Others, such as the Penn Treebank,
trained on a small set of Wall Street Journal articles, or the
Brown Corpus which was trained on US dictionaries, were
eliminated due to the high chance that their training data would
have inadequately prepared them to recognize important
entities for the exemplar collection such as African-American
names with high accuracy due to societal inequalities.
Ultimately, we selected the standard NLTK Python library and
leaned heavily on rule-based parsers. As metadata text is
traditionally uniform, straightforward, and direct, with little
extraneous text, the parsing and extraction tasks are of relatively
limited complexity, allowing the current use of a pattern
matching-based parser. Training a parser specific to metadata
would be a possibility for future improvement.
VI. SEMANTIC PROCESSING
From the parsed description of an item, simple triple
relations can be derived. For example:
-

Item 01154 - [has] dc:title - “Wine in the
Wilderness, February 1989”
Item 01154 - [has] dc:date - Feb 1989
Item 01154 - foaf:depicts - foaf:person
[said] foaf:person - [has been given]
foaf:openid - 214
214 - [is] foaf:gender - female
214 - foaf:knows - Spelman College
etc.

Together, these facts can be linked into a kind of web
known as a labeled directed graph, as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig 4: When a series of small facts represented as subject-relation-object
semantic triples are linked, they quickly form growing webs. Here is a web for
just 1 image depicting just one person.

Many of the linkages pictured above include prefixes (foaf,
lcsh, dc, dbr) which represent established Linked Data schema
- predetermined wordlists computers can understand. This
helps computers use these webs to make inferences by
connecting overlapping facts between sites without human
intervention. This is how work like this on a small scale at
individual archives can quickly become something much larger
and more impactful.
Ideally, a script would be able to transform the trees output
by the previous Text Analysis stage into triples automatically.
There are several python packages and APIs in development
attempting to enable this (Examples include the Stanford
CoreNLP API or its nlptriples Python package, Seq2RDF
(https://github.com/YueLiu/NeuralTripleTranslation),
or
FRED (http://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/fred/)), but a significant
hurdle seems to be less in the actual processing of text and more
in the lack of central search points for semantic schema options
to query from such a tool. Development of such a project is far
outside the scope of this paper, but would almost certainly be a
prerequisite to significant adoption of Linked Data in archives
on a large scale. At present, the time and cognitive processing
necessary for human specialists to derive triple relations is
marked and the learning curve is not insignificant.
VII. IMAGE ANALYSIS
The facial recognition systems used in this framework Distant Viewing Toolkit (DVT) and OpenCV - were tested
initially to establish baseline measures for accuracy, as the
ability of computer vision libraries to recognize and correctly
treat black bodies cannot be taken for granted [11], representing
a serious problem for the people of most concern to this paper’s
case – the young adult African American women who represent
the majority of the faces in the Spelman photo archives.
Beyond the ethical, particular notice given to such oddities
in the images in this collection as the highly fashionable 1890s
leg-of-mutton sleeves, the extremely stiff poses of the earliest
images which required long captures, and the unusual poses of
the dancers in the later modern dance collections.

Fig 5: Image 3A0438: Spelman Dance Theatre Students, Circa 1985.
[See: https://radar.auctr.edu/islandora/object/sc.002%3A0438]

Testing was conducted by running randomly selected
images from the full collection through the DVT classifier and
assessing its classification, probabilities, and selections. Once
the 40-image subset had been selected from the collection,
testing each image in the subset in the same manner. This
threshold testing showed the bounds for class ‘person’ do not
need adjustment from DVT defaults. One hundred and ninetyfive out of two hundred and twenty-two people were recognized
by the DVT/OpenCV system and no humans were categorized
as anything non-human. Additionally, repeated tests on the
same pictures where some people were missed showed the same
errors each time suggesting a reliable system with strong
repeatability. For these reasons, these systems were selected for
use in the framework.
Fig. 5, above, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, below, illustrate some of
the challenges that were encountered. In Fig. 5, the dancers’
poses confuse the algorithm, leading it to combine the two
dancers on the left and highlight some parts of the woman on
the bottom right as being part of the man behind her. In Fig. 6,
several women whose faces are visible, but very little of their
bodies, are missed consistently.

Fig. 6 (ABOVE): Image 3A0218 - Spelman College Commencement 1914.
[See: https://radar.auctr.edu/islandora/object/sc.002%3A0218]
Fig. 7 (RIGHT): Image 3A0012 - View of President Audrey Forbes Manley
greeting students at the September 12, 1997 welcome reception sponsored by
the
Spelman
Student
Government
Association
[See:
https://radar.auctr.edu/islandora/object/sc.002%3A0012]

However, in Fig. 7, two different lower bodies with
obscured upper halves are marked as people but none of the
faces on the balcony are identified. Even though there could be
issues of scale between the faces on the balcony and the full
body people in the foreground, these two photos were identified
as people and one as a television despite a more dramatic
difference in scale. It is uncertain why this disparity happens.
Inferences from testing suggest that a high proportion of the
training data apparently involved men in suits posing for
portraits which may have led to tiny portraits within photos
being more recognizable as people than actual people in
contemporary clothing and casual poses, or other elements may
have come into play.
The success of the DVT toolkit at locating people in images
enabled it to be used in the pipeline to automatically draw a box
around each person in each image so that those images could be
incorporated as nodes into a social web. This allowed for the
creation of placeholder pages for every individual, whether yet
named or not.
VIII. LINKING
In Fig. 8 below, each box represents a potential page where
content can be added until a name and full story are compiled
and connections made within and across collections and
institutions. The boxes in the outer ring below represent a page
of its own linking to depictions, relations, rights statements,
archive information, etc., but also to citations, context details,
edit histories, and other information about the development of
the bigger picture surrounding each photograph.

Fig 8: A network diagram showing only images in the subset and the 1.5 order
connections to people in them. Those who can’t be identified 1:1 remain
numbers in the inner ring (though several of these clusters do have groups of
names associated with the picture, those names are omitted here by filter).
Names that have been matched 1:1 appear within that central circle. Photo titles
appear in the outer ring with orange connections to people depicted in each.

These are but a small portion of the links capable of being
established from even a small subset of a single collection with
limited research.
This linking stage, contextualizing this photographic
collection and others like it within this framework, can leverage
Linked Data to fill in quite a bit, but will also always be helped
by human work, such as applying archival and genealogical
research skills to connect existing names to their faces 1:1, to
find and put additional names to faces, etc. Many amateur
genealogists are enthusiastic about sharing their research and
the connections they trace between records housed in different
archives connecting people, places, events, and organizations.
If a front-end such as a wiki (naturally a social web type of
structure) were to be built and a relevant community cultivated,
there is great potential for manual augmentation of the
automated connections that can be made through the Semantic
Web.
Certainly, concerns may exist about accuracy in any such
project. Ranade [12] argues that increasing the use of
computational tools in archives will require a shift to
probabilistic thinking borrowed from computer science.
However, in the archival context, it is worth considering also
combining this with established methods of approximating,
including established methods and practices common to library,
archive, and museum spaces for handling uncertainty - such as
by using the Notes fields in metadata or by using predetermined
character strings such as “[?]” to indicate uncertainty in
crowdsourced content.
Whatever the method, the use of Linked Data to capture
possibilities, references, uncertainties, and other breadcrumbs is
important. Rather than relegating this information to less
important Notes fields, it is vitally important that methods are
adopted to capture and retain this information as important for
its own sake, not merely as tangential to the central record.
When dealing with probabilistic methods, documentation of the

preponderance of evidence is vital and therefore must be
provided.
IX.

EVALUATION

The final assessment of the framework, in addition to
measuring its performance and accuracy on the 40-image subset
internally, was to evaluate it against external criteria. This was
done using Fig. 1 and Fig. 9 as Gold Standard case studies - that
is, cases or datasets which are prepared manually to a very high
standard in order to be used as a measure of the performance
potential for pure semantic linking of a more complete semantic
web finding additional contextual information. Both Figures
were researched using genealogical methods: for example, for
Fig. 9, we started by looking at other Spelman Collections, such
as the “Student Newspaper Publications” from around 1942 and
followed those leads through other archives and publications, in
order to unlock the identity of the people on the photos, see
“After”. We discuss next, the feasibility in the future of being
able to automate these kinds of semantic connections and
conclude that this should be highly achievable, given that:
•

There are only a small number of connections to be
followed in order to reach the Gold Standard for Fig.
1 and Fig. 9.

•

The relevance of the facts appearing in other sources
can be verified through the restatement of connections
between the individuals involved and their occurrence
in the Spelman Collections, and

•

The connections were found to be both frequent across
many websites, and contained within well maintained
and official digital archives, the former in a newspaper
with full digitized text and the latter in many US
National Archives military records, as well as research
and reports on Black history and women’s history in
the military.

Thus, building Gold Standard reference collections will
play a key role in the future for the validation of the Linking
component of our Framework. Furthermore, by providing a
framework like this which makes it easier for Archives and
Cultural Heritage organizations to adopt Linked Data
approaches, we can expect greater opportunities for automation
in the future.

Fig 9: Image 3A0022: Existing Caption - Spelman Graduates in the Women's
Army Auxiliary Corps with President Florence Matilda Read. Circa 1942.
[See: https://radar.auctr.edu/islandora/object/sc.002%3A0022]
After - Spelman President Florence Matilda Read with Spelman graduates and
members of the Women's Army Auxiliary Corps circa 1942 Dovey Johnson
(right) and Sarah Keys Evans (left), remembered as pioneering black women in
military service and important activists for integration of the U.S. Armed
Forces.

X.

CONCLUSIONS

In summation, the computational pipeline framework we
proposed shows strong results in Text Analysis, Image
Analysis, Linking, and external Evaluation, promising results in
Semantic Processing with clear indications of directions for
future development. Most components work well, though
others are not yet developed enough to flow seamlessly. This
is a significant achievement given that creating a completely
hands-off pipeline constructed of software libraries each
created and maintained by independent open-source developers
is not a trivial task. The components of this framework will
continue to improve in isolation, thus the problems with the
pipeline at present don’t invalidate the framework as a whole.
It will only get stronger as the components develop. The
contribution of this research is significant in identifying and
testing which components are appropriate and beneficial for use
in a pipeline.
More broadly, this work supports a more streamlined
approach to dual management of archives and special
collections content in traditional digital and Linked Data
formats. Further, the implications for a more findable future for
photograph collections beyond the case study are enormous.
Semantic networks scale in value exponentially as they grow
with each new collection and institution to participate, as
biodiversity collections digitization projects have shown [13].
Our integrated computational framework has therefore
addressed the original research question and proven that
computational methods such as these can help photo archivists
and researchers integrate more and deeper text-based contextual
information about photo collections, while greatly increasing
the number of access points into collections and opportunities
for engagement with communities.
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